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Methods: Atmospheric 137 Cs flux determination & Erosion Model
To calculate total 137 Cs atmospheric fluxes to each site we used direct measurements of atmospheric fallout collected by the Department of Energy during 1956 -1972 (US ERDA, 1977 Cs concentrations than coarser materials (Walling et al., 1997) . Mobilized sediment collected in the BNSE stems was used to for the grain-size correction, and the advection-diffusion parameters of the model were calibrated using vertical profiles from the reference sites similar to the one in Figure 3A . While this model gives a first-order measure of the magnitude of soil erosion at our sites in Owens Valley (Table DR1) Rn which escapes the soil (Kaste et al., 2011) . Soluble salts ( Figure 3 ) were determined by equilibrating 10 g dry soil with 50 mL of distilled de-ionized water for 30 minutes, and using a conductivity meter calibrated with KCl to measure and calculate mg salt/liter in the solution (Poage et al., 2008) . We filtered and gamma-counted a subset of these solutions and found no detectable Cs distributions in soil under different groundwater decline conditions. Vertical fluxes were determined using the relationship between soil texture, horizontal fluxes captured by the BSNE stems, and dust emissions (Marticorena and Bergametti, 1995) .Interquartile ranges given with median values in parentheses. †Net soil losses not detectable because 137 Cs inventories were not significantly different than atmospheric depositional fluxes at the site scale. P values are given for a Mann-Whitney U test of differences between samples within a row, and different letters (a, b, etc.) show significant differences detected (p<0.05) within a column. 
